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About the Company
ABN: 35 625 790 187

Westrock Minerals is a private Australian junior exploration company with experience in exploring for gold within eastern Australia. Part of the Westrock group of companies, the company has been actively involved in copper and gold exploration projects in Victoria, South Australia, New South Wales and Queensland.

Proposed Exploration Program in Block 1, Stavely Arc

Westrock proposes to explore for gold, copper and other metals in the southern part of the region in western Victoria referred to in geological terms as the Stavely Arc, commencing in 2019, if its application for a minerals exploration licence is successful the first three years of the project will focus on understanding the minerals potential within the block through desktop studies, surveying, sampling and some drilling to identify where the areas of greatest mineralisation might be.

Approach to engaging with communities

The company has committed to engaging closely with local communities and landholders throughout its proposed exploration program. If an exploration licence is awarded, the company intends to seek feedback from local communities about its proposed exploration program, meet with landholders, aboriginal groups and local authorities to discuss the exploration process and rights of stakeholders and then finalise its proposed program, taking feedback into account. Once the work starts, the company intends to meet with relevant landholders during its work program to discuss results, future work and any potential impacts.

Contact details for enquiries:
Liz Delany
Email: admin@westrock.com.au
Phone: 9761 6600